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Background
Art is a great way to get kids thinking creatively, help them connect their experiences to their education, and
make learning fun. It can be especially good for Mine Risk Education because it allows young people to teach
each other lessons, helps them learn critical thinking and confidence, and reinforces what they know. Visuals
created during workshops can be used for UXO education in other contexts (ie posters, books, etc).
These activities are less interested in teaching students how to “make good art” and more interested in setting
up a space for them to give them tools to heal, grow, and express themselves. Often, the best artwork comes out
of this kind of framework, where students are coming up with questions and answers themselves, as opposed
to trying to have them memorize/reproduce supplied material. It helps them work with ideas that are relevant
to them. It is important, however, to explore tools and media that can express their ideas (go over basics, such
as materials, colors, composition).
It can be very empowering for students to be creating their own MRE materials, helping them connect personally
to the issue in positive ways (not just as a victim, or a student). It is also a good way to bring people together
and facilitate group work. It can also serve as a learning experience outside of the classroom, and set students
up for a lifetime of being creative.
Therefore, the emphasis in these workshops is that the facilitator should try to help students create artwork for
themselves – not looking for the right answer, or drawing the perfect thing. Give the students an outline of
what to expect, but don’t try to “teach” them anything – just help facilitate learning.
Ways to do this include not telling them what they should learn, but asking them questions. Making sure not
to lecture, but to explain, and leaving room for them to discuss and respond. Rewarding students for speaking
up, even if it’s not the answer you were looking for. Meet students where they are, but challenge them to move
beyond. And have fun!
It’s great to prepare a lot of assignments and then be able to be flexible for time and letting students work
when they hit a creative flow, and you can adapt these activities to be about other kinds of education as well (ie
environment, history, social issues like trafficking or gender awareness). I recommend keeping a log of what
you do, what worked and what didn’t, and to collect games and ideas as you go!
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Tips for Trainers
Once students get going, don’t stop them unless you really need to – especially with shy students, it’s best to let
them draw once they start!
Collect images of art in the area that will help them associate what we’re talking about in the classroom with
work outside.
Make sure to ask them questions and treat them like competent and smart human beings, even when they are
being shy. Reward them (compliments, candy, fruit) when they step up to answer a question. Call on students
who aren’t speaking up. Mix hard questions in with easier ones. Ask for their opinions.
Be sensitive to the group. Are they shy, or brave? Are they of very different art skill levels? Adjust your
activities based on this – maybe a group needs more games or needs to be made comfortable, or if a group isn’t
connecting with each other, do more group-work based activities.
Expose students to artwork from around the world to inspire them – but don’t give them too many samples, or
they will just copy it!
See the comic on the right for more information, created for and developed with the Participatory Development
Training Center (www.padetc.org).

A note on working with survivors:

I am not an art therapist, but because art is a chance to be creative, express feelings, and exhibit publicly, it can
be a cathartic place for survivors. Therefore, it helps to have someone who has psycho-social support training,
or with a background in art therapy: “Through creating art and reflecting on the art products and processes,
people can increase awareness of self and others cope with symptoms, stress and traumatic experiences;
enhance cognitive abilities; and enjoy the life-affirming pleasures of making art” - - The American Art Therapy
Association
Make sure to listen to students and do activities that help them build relationships with each other. They have
been through great traumas, and healing can be done through artwork, communicating/sharing, and learning
that there is nothing wrong with them, that they survived a horrible experience and can move on and live a
good life.
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Don’t teach or force feed knowledge.
Try to introduce new performance
measures.

bla
hb
la h
bla
hb
la h
bla
h

Consider yourself during the training.
Why are you doing this work? How did
you get here? How do you like to be
treated? What can you improve?

Notes for trainers
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Success is when students are thinking
by themselves; there are no “right”
answers.

5

Open their hears and heads to sharing
ideas, don’t shut their ideas down.
Then practice, inside and outside the
classroom!

ouch!
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Teach how to think instead of just
remembering information. When they
practice, students will understand the
material deep in their hearts.

6

Give them positive feedback, and put
fun at the center of learning!

let’s sing!
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Pitfalls and how to
avoid them

Here are some of the main challenges I’ve come across and how to avoid them. The main fix for all of them is
to let students do their work and don’t interfere too much, and make your activities clear!
• Force-fed learning: an example of this is making students color inside pre-drawn (by an adult) outlines,
or arrange pre-made designs (collages that they aren’t cutting out themselves). This doesn’t let them be
creative or achieve outcomes that are healthy, sustainable, healing, or fun. Think about meeting them
on their level – this includes physically arranging the space in a way that is equalizing and accessible (ie
sitting on the same level, in a circle around a table, etc instead of standing in front while they sit down).
• Over-bearing teachers: teachers or trainers who do drawing for the students. Make sure to brief all
volunteers and teachers so that they are less interested in teaching “how to be good artist” and more
interested in helping students express themselves. It is important to explore tools and media that can
help students express ideas (go over basics, such as materials, colors, composition).
• Trying to do too much: art can be tiring, and challenging (especially if you are asking students to think
critically!). Make sure to include lots of breaks, snacks (healthy, local snacks like fruit and popcorn),
and games. Check in and make sure they are having a good time. If students are done creating work,
don’t force them to keep going! Also, give them free drawing time, stretch-time and naptime!
• Related to this, don’t give five instructions at once. Introduce goals and objectives (give them an idea
about what they will be working on) but then give instructions one or two steps at a time.
• Nonresponsive students: for groups who haven’t been exposed to art or education that is based on
developing critical thinking or creativity, you can sometimes be met with blank stares and silence. Try
to mix hard discussion questions with easy ones (for example, follow a question that asks students about
context with having them identify something they see, like a color or shape), have students talk to each
other, and reward students who speak up with treats. Call on those who haven’t spoken yet and give
them a chance. Be gentle, patient, and rewarding, never punishing. Group work is really good tool – set
them up with some questions or activity, and then leave them to it.
• Illiterate students/language barriers: If there is a student who speaks both languages, try to elect them
to help (but don’t burden them with all the translation) – especially in group work. Repeat things often.
Tell kids who can’t write that they can draw their ideas as well. Have flexible activities, or have helpers
interview/write down answers instead of having students fill out forms (ie evaluation).
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Gory drawings/illustrations: Research shows that showing gory drawings doesn’t educate – it simply
makes people turn away. Sometimes kids get stuck on drawing UXO explosions and blood. Try to
have open-ended assignments, and don’t stop students if they are mid-drawing, but work to create
assignments that also help them focus on the positive (ie ideal world without UXO, or their future, etc).
Materials: Paints can sometimes be tricky – for example, if something is primed with an oil-based
paint, you can’t paint acrylic on top of it (vice versa is OK!). Sometimes mason-board will bend or
buckle when you put paint on it – so test it out first! Do samples at home. Give them good, high quality
materials, and their work will be good quality as well.
Students painting/drawing the same thing: separate them! Try to make groups that are balanced, and
encourage students who aren’t drawing to get in there. You can also try to send dominant students on
errands for a small time and let the others work on a group piece.
Timing: Don’t think that your carefully planned curricula will work out! Instead, plan a variety activities
and prioritize a few that you think are important, and then have a supply of fun break and warm-up
activities to implement when students are tired/bored/over-stretched, and enough that when something
isn’t working you change tacks.

Educational
Background
Try to think of some outcomes before you do the workshop and work backwards from there, building a
curriculum that works towards the outcome. Map out your:
•
Desired results (what is your big picture objectives for outputs and outcomes?)
•
Measurable objectives (what are the easily measured ways you will achieve this?)
•
Understandings  (what is your context?)
•
Provocative questions (what are the hard questions you need to ask yourself about your curriculum?)
•
Performance tasks (what will the students do?)
•
Evaluation and evidence (how will you know if you have achieved your desired results?)
Sample outcomes/desired results include: strengthened survivor community, improved critical thinking skills,
ownership and empowerment over UXO issue, art materials for a space, healing survivor trauma, etc.
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Art Warm-ups

Here are some fun warm-ups that can be done with students to help them feel comfortable and get to know
each other. Intersperse these art warm-ups and other games throughout the day. After each, ask students what
they learned from it!
Blind contours:
Break into groups of two. Participants will draw each other’s faces without picking their pens up off the paper
and without looking at their paper. Make sure they are looking at each other while they draw!
Outcomes: This is an exercise to help students relax and not worry about drawing the perfect thing, and just
have fun, and that they are innately creative.
Telephone:
Break into groups of 5. Each student has a piece of paper and a pencil. They write a sentence along the top of the
paper and pass it to their right. With their new paper, they illustrate the sentence with a drawing underneath
it, and then fold the paper over the sentence so that the next person can’t read it and can only see the drawing.
They then pass the paper to their right, write a sentence that narrates the drawing on their new paper, and then
folds over the drawing so it can’t be seen and pass it to the right. They keep drawing and writing sentences until
the paper is full (usually about 4 sentences and 3 drawings).
Outcomes: This activity teaches students about the difference between written and visual communication, how
you can only communicate about what you know, and more!
Rapid drawing:
Using list of ideas (translated before), give them paper and have them sketch the idea off the top of their head
(15 seconds). Explain that they are all artists and shouldn’t be scared about making a perfect thing – if they
draw from their hearts, they will do a good enough job. There is no right answer.
Samples:
Jump for joy
UXO
Fall in love
My family
Where I am from
My first memory
My favorite person
My favorite song
Outcomes: Students will relax and learn to not hold on to results and will focus on the process of drawing.
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Exquisite corpse:
Students get A4 paper folded into 3 sections. They draw a head (any kind of head – animal, plant, object, alien,
etc), extending the necklines a little bit past the first fold. Then the fold on the 1/3rd line so what they drew
isn’t visible and pass it to the next artist, who draws a middle body section (again, any kind), extending a little
past the 2/3 line, and folding over what they drew, and passing to the next artist. Then they draw feet/legs in
the last 1/3 and open it to see the creation they made!
Outcomes: fun!
Scribble:
Each artist draws a scribble on a piece of paper, and exchanges it with their partner, who has to turn the scribble
into a drawing of something recognizable.
Outcomes: critical thinking and creativity.
Add your own, feel free to contact me if you have feedback!

Some great Exquisite Corpse drawings by students in Phonsavan, 2011
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Other fun games
Zip Zap Zoom:
Students stand in a circle. They send the “ball” (the “it”) around by saying Zip (passes the ball the direction it
was already going), Zap (changes direction) or Zoom and pointing across the circle. If you hesitate, you’re out!
Noise game:
Slips of paper, one for each kid, who has to make the noise of what is written on their paper. The student that
guesses what the noise was has to go next.
Noi says :
A student is chosen as a leader, who stands in front of the other students. They tell the students to do things (ie
touch your nose! Jump twice! Dance!). If they don’t say “Noi says” before their command, and the students
obey anyway, those students are out, until only one person is left, and then they become Noi.
Kid systems:
They come up with (or you assign, to get them started), a system to represent. Could be “Pencil sharpening”
or “Electricity plant” or “Opening the door”. basically anything where there are a series of parts that work
together to fulfil a function. The kids discuss what makes this system work. They each then come up with roles
to act out the system.
example: Opening the door.
1. Kid A walks up to the “Door/Kid D”. Puts hand on the “knob/kid B”. Turns “knob/Kid B”
2. Kid B/Knob twists/ spins around/whatever representation to act out that they are being turned. their
movement triggers the “latch inside the door/Kid C”
3. Kid C/latch turns to the side/twists/does action to represent releasing the “Door/kid D”.
4. Kid D/door, swings open.
5. Kid A walks through
King Elephant:
Stand in a circle. Each person chooses an animal and a corresponding motion (ie Elephant! And wave your
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hand like a trunk), and shares it with the group, who repeats after them. Then you play by saying first your
animal and movement, and someone else’s animal and movement. Then they say their animal and movement
and someone else’s and so forth (in a rhythm). People are eliminated if they don’t listen/hear their animal, don’t
go quick enough, etc.
Ball game:
Write three questions, three prizes (like candy, note books), and two instructions to “pass to the left” on pieces
of paper and crumple them all into a ball. Then play music while the students pass it as fast as they can – and
when the music stops, so does the ball, and the student who has it gets to unwrap one paper off of the ball and
answer the question or get a prize or pass to the left. You can write whatever instructions you want. Play until
the last paper is gone!
Curtain game:
Divide into two teams and hold a curtain or cloth between the groups. Then have the kids choose someone to
go up to the curtain, count to three, and pull it down. The first person to shout the name of the person on the
other team wins a point for their team. Make sure they know each other’s names!
Imaginary toss:
Stand in a circle and pass a pretend ball around. Once that gets some rhythm, change the ball into something
else (ie an elephant, a durian, a feather, etc) – everyone has to react to whatever the ball is (is it heavy, prickly,
light?).

The Curtain Game in Phonsavan, 2011
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Sample Three-Day Art
Workshop
This is an art workshop that can be done over three days (two weekends) to produce artwork, specifically about
UXO. This workshop leads specifically up to the creation of a mural, but you can also do this workshop with
kids as a complement to other UXO education, generate UXO education images for an exhibit or book, or you
can use pieces of it in any educational setting.
I had at least three volunteers helping me at all time, and we worked with 11 artists, but if you don’t need a
translator you don’t so many helpers.
MATERIALS:
1 sketchbook for each student
1 materials set each student (6 colored pencils, 4 pastels, 1 set of tempera paint, 1 paintbruch, pencil sharpener,
pen)
Lots of big and small paper
Reading (ie Voices from the Plain of Jars, World Education’s storybooks)
Projector (to show art slideshows)
Make sure to have snacks and drinks each day.
DAY 1: (4 hours plus lunch)
Brief introduction (5 min): who I am, what the mural and competition are for, and where mural is going.
Ask students: what are your expectations from this training? Have they ever done an art class before?
Start with meditation (5 min): art is about letting your ideas and creativity flow, about listening and creating,
and having the possibility to create your own visions!
1. Warm-up (20 min):
Blind contours: This will be difficult for some students, who want to draw the perfect face, or who stare off
into space instead of looking at their partner! Colored pencils, pastels, or any other basic art material should
be fine for this.
2. Introduce their art journals. I had pieces of heavy paper folded together and stapled, very basic. Design
cover together – a portrait of themselves right now, today (15 minutes). Ask them who is around them, what
do they like to do, what do they see in daily life…
Explain that this book is where we will be drawing designs to be part of a mural, but it is also their book to do
any art project that inspires them.
3. Mural discussion (5 min):
What is a mural? Where have you seen them before?
Where do you see art? Challenge students to think about what they see in the wat, or school books, etc.
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4. Show sample mural and art slideshow. (25 min) - you can download the Powerpoint at
http://muralinglearningdoing.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/slideshowmuralart.ppt
Ask kids:
What do you see?
Who do you think painted the mural?
How did they make it (what materials, where, etc)?
Why do you think the artist made it? What story is the mural telling?
What do you notice first? Where does your eye go (up/down, left/right, center/out)?
Is what you see in the mural happing in the past, present, or future?
Do you like this painting?
5. Drawing assignment: draw yourself in the past and future. (1 hr)
Think about who you were, and who you want to be, as well as how the world was and how you want it to be.
What is around you? What does your environment look like? What are people around you doing, eating,
dressed like? This can be homework as well.
DAY 2: (4 hours plus lunch)
1. Start with meditation again (5 min)
The students were very quiet and all of them closed their eyes up until I told them to stop – not sure if they are
incredibly obedient, or if enjoyed it. When asked what they heard or felt, they were too shy to answer, so I’m
not sure what happened.
2. HW review: turn to the person next to you and share 2 things that you are proud of in your drawing about
the future, or one thing you like about your partner’s book.
3. Warm-up: Play “Telephone”. The reason this game is great is that it shows how words and pictures
communicate different things. It’s also very fun. It helps students develop an understanding of the meaning of
a visual language – how pictures and art communicate things.
4. UXO discussion: this helps make sure everyone is on the same page about UXO.
What do you know about UXO? Where do they come from? What do they do?
Quick overview of UXO. Respond to what people know.
What stories have helped you avoid UXO risks?
5. Show UXO art slideshow
Download the slideshow at http://muralinglearningdoing.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/uxoedmurals1.ppt.
Here are the questions I asked, in order of the pictures in the slideshow. My goals were to get students looking
closely at the art, identifying tools and emotions the artist was using/evoking, and to hear their opinions.
Where is this picture taken?
b. What is this?
c. Find the orange!
d. Who do you think looks at this mural?
e. How does this make you feel?
f. Find the flower. How does this one make you feel?
g. Do you like this painting?
h. Find the shape this painter uses.
6. This is a good time for a game and break!
7. Drawing assignment: ideal Laos
Introduce paint as the material. You may need to do a small paint mixing lesson here – talk about colors
(primary and complimentary). Let them play for a bit first with mixing colors and then figuring out how much
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paint to put on a brush.
Break into a small group of 2. Talk in your group draw about what your ideal Laos without UXO would look
like. Would it have cities? Farms? Animals? How would people live? What would they do?
Then draw for 1 hr.
8. Introduce the homework assignment – give them at least 5 days to complete before next workshop group.
Print out the assignment and send it home with them. Review so that students know what the assignment is
by asking them to tell you what they think they have to do.
Assignment: go home and ask someone (your friend, your elders, your parents) the three questions:
Interview someone you meet who has had experiences with UXO (can be friends, family’s teachers).
Interview tips: Think about asking questions that you are curious about. Sometimes it can help to not write
down the answer right away and just listen to the person you are interviewing so they don’t get nervous, or
recording it on your cell phone and writing down the answers later. If the person isn’t giving you long answers,
try asking deeper questions – listen to their response and see if you can get them to expand on what they have
told you.
Ask them:
Where do UXO come from?
How do you identify them?
How do you avoid them?
How else have UXO affected their life? Feel free to ask any other questions you are curious about.
Write down their answers. A good time to do this is during dinner, or right before bed, or in the morning
before school.
Check with each student to make sure they understand the assignment.
DAY 3: (3 hours)
1. Start with meditation again.
2. Play a game, such as King Elephant.
3. While we were playing, look over their homework answers to make sure there were no glaring UXO myths in
the answers.
4. Have the students illustrate an answer from their homework or their own story. The trick is to have them be
working on illustrating different answers so they don’t all produce the same image. One way to do this is to
have them volunteer to answer different questions (ask who wants to draw the answer to the first question? And
have them raise their hands).
5. While they are drawing, take them aside one by one to interview them about their sketchbooks (writing
down captions for each page – what is their drawing about) and to do an evaluation of the training (asking
them what they learned, if it met their expectations, and what they want to learn). Also, if you’re going to be
doing any documentation, this is the time to ask them if they are alright with their images being posted online
and making sure their parents have signed a release.
6. Play a game to finish the workshop off!
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Work Samples

What do UXO do? assignment
Mr Arnouson - “When UXO explode people will
lose some body parts and become disabled or die.”

Drawing yourself in the past assignment
Mr Huagku - “Picture of children that play with
friends and then they saw UXO and then some of
friends strike it and it explodes”

Ideal Laos assignment
Ms Sawnaly - “It will be easier to travel when there is
no UXO”
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Where do UXO come from? assignment
Ms Petdasak

Why Murals?

These workshops channel into a mural workshop, or the production of a mural using the images created by
the students by an artist. The reason that murals are being used:
• they make for an excellent backdrop to other activities (ie theater, puppet shows)
• they facilitate group work and communication
• they can make a space lively
• they can be painted on material that makes them transportable
• they have an access point for everybody: from designing, painting, installing, or celebrating the mural
• they are very fun to make!

Basic Mural Background
Here is a bit of background and ways that murals can be thought about.
The different elements to plan for are as follows:
1. Creation of theme
2. Assembling crew of painters/artists/thinkers
3. Venue/materials
4. Painting process/events
1. There are a few different ways of approaching the creation of a sketch/design:
Know where it should be hung/painted before you start the process! It can be good to have a contract signed
with whoever owns the wall/space you will be painting on.
• A full community buy-in with townhall meetings, brainstorming sketches and discussions (reaching
consensus on images, using many people’s drawings/ideas as collage or adaptation.
• This is useful depending on where grant money is coming from, who are target painters (ie a class?
neighborhood?)
• This is difficult depending on who are decision makers, group dynamics, and time-frame/energy
• A partial community consensus process - gather input, drawings, ideas, in one forum, an artworkshop,
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or many casual outreach sessions (chatting with people on the street about what they would like to see,
what they want the mural to do, etc), and then having one or a few artists create a sketch for approval.
• This is useful when target painters or viewers are disconnected, or when you working on a tighter
schedule. Also useful when working with coalition or attempting to build with other artists.
• Other consensus ideas: set up a table on the street and have people stop by to submit drawings, online
survey, have kids bring home to parents, etc
• A commissioned project - one artist (or a few) simply going it alone
• Guerilla art project (can use above methods, just paint it secretly!)
You can do many different art activities to generate sketches for the mural, including having kids draw
themselves in the present, past and future, having people draw their ideal world, etc.
2. Assembling crew of thinkers/painters
Use connections you have built or use organizations, schools, and other institutions to reach a group. These
groups can either be part of
• building the sketch
• finding the wall
• painting
• and/or doing an event around the painting (musicians, dancers, speakers, other art projects etc)
3. Venue/materials
A partial materials list:
• Walls: plywood panels, glass windows, walls, Tyvek/canvas, buildings, billboards
• Materials: paint (house paint works), spray paint, 3D mural (ie wood pieces, fabric, mosaic). A note on
calculating how much paint you will need – a half a gallon of paint will cover a space of about 1.75 x 1.5
meters on a wall without texture. If the wall is textured, you will need more paint.
• Whatever materials you will need to generate the sketch components (ie colored pencils, paper).
• Do not paint on whitewash or other flakey wall covers. Scrub it off! You can prime wood or concrete
with white paint to make the color pop. Charcoal can be useful for tracing, and a sealant can be good as
well (as long as it chemically works with the paint).
Venues are important - choose one that is seen by those affected by the issue addressed in the mural. Make
sure neighbors/etc are involved in the process so they don’t get upset when the mural goes up. You will need
permission from wall-owner - in Laos, what does legal needs of wall owners look like? Want a contract that
promises that we can paint on it, do maintenance, return and change it, and that it will stay up for a few years.
4. Painting/Events
Depending on your time/who is involved in the process, you can make the painting and events around it as
open/engaging or closed/effective as you need to be. If you’ve been working with a big group, make sure they
are as involved as they possibly can be - community paint days, etc (so they can feel ownership over their
mural).
Draw the sketch to scale using a grid that is to scale with a grid on the wall (transferring images from sketches
exactly -honor the artist, especially children). You can use a projector to project the outlines on the wall and
have a community tracing day, and then have someone coordinate the paint buckets and have a community
paint day (so colors/brushes don’t get crazy).
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Five-day Mural Workshop
Here is a workshop to create a mural with students who have completed the first series of workshops – though
they can be done without the preceding series, it helps to have introduced them to the arts concepts, given them
a chance to work together, and built up a shared visual language.
Supplies:
• Mural panels - lightweight, durable, cheap, easy to transport – masonboard works well, but thin wood is
OK. I cut three pieces of panel in half (to make six 120 cm x 120 cm pieces) and used 5 for big murals
and cut one piece up into 8 pieces for them to practice on. Prime these with at least 2 coats of white
paint. You can also just paint directly onto a wall, but watch out for walls that are white-washed (you
have to remove the whitewash before priming). Never paint an acrylic-based paint over an oil paint.
• Small pieces of panel material for practice
• Big pieces of paper (a lot – for freetime, group work, etc we used about 25 pieces of A1)
• Acrylic paint and house paint (1.5 L white house paint, and I had 2000 ml of acrylic paint (20 - 100 ml
tubes), but this was enough for two murals – especially as some of them were half used!
• Paintbrushes (9 small detail brushes, 5 medium brushes, and 4 big ones)
• Paint pots (we used plates with plastic bags over them)
• Sketchbooks (one for each student)
• Scratch paper
• Oil pastels (two sets of 48, and 60 colored pencils)
• Post-workshop mounting materials: wood pieces to make a frame on the back of the panels, nails,
adhesive latex for a protective coating layer, and wire.

Space: We had two long tables pushed together and students also used the floor. Make sure the space has wallspace to hang up their drawings later!
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Goal: Teach kids how to create composition, work together, consensus skills, problem-solving, art skills
(paintbrush, etc), to involve them in the UXO Survivor Information Center. To create murals that do UXO
education/tell stories.
Note: make sure you are taking enough lunch and snack breaks – we took one at 10:30 and an hour long break.
DAY 1:
Names/Introduction - Goal of today – explain the goal the week and the day. Today you will try to figure out
the compositions for three murals to hang in the center that you will design and paint.
Meditate (5 min)
Game: Noi says (Simon says).
Warm-up: compose a village. Divide into groups of 3 (or 2) and these will be the groups for the first mural as
well Students work together on big pieces of paper to draw a village. What’s in the village? Who lives there?
What symbols can you use to represent things? How can you work together? Think about looking at it from
above.
Ask students to present their drawings, and have students ask them questions (ie how many people live there?
Do you have a school? Where is the road?). This activity is good because allows students to work on a big
piece of paper, practice working together and discussing compositions, but works with familiar and relevant
concepts.
Mural introduction: Tell them what the expected mural outputs are. Discuss:
• What is a mural?
• Goals of mural – why painting it?
• Who will be seeing it?
• What do you want to say?
• What do you want to teach?
• How do you want to teach/say that?
If the group is very active, you can have a discussion, but when working with shy students, present the questions
and have students talk in their groups about what they want the mural to have in it.
This is also a good time to show some images and drawings to inspire them – but put them away so student’s
don’t copy them!
Composition building. The groups then figure out compositions. Each group will go at composition building
differently: they may have a lot of discussion, or may each just draw in their individual sketchbooks.
We then went around and visited each group, asking them to present their drawings, and guiding them to
think big (and also not all three draw the same mural). Some tips include asking them to remember what they
learned in school, asking them to put a person in the picture, and put their own stories into it (what would they
do?). For example, in my workshop, Groups #1 and #3 were mostly drawing landscapes with UXO in them,
so we pushed them to add people. Group #2 did three different lessons (where UXO come from, as well as 2
things to do when you see them).
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After visiting the group, they got a big piece of paper to start sketching their big ideas on. This is where they
will discuss the most. Make sure to make clear that you are going to then transfer this drawing to the big mural.

DAY 2:
Setup: Bag of paints, bowls with bags over them (though banana leaves work well too!), paintbrushes, water
cups. It can be good to have a whole paint mixing station as well – especially if it’s many students working on
one big mural – but for three small groups of these very responsible and careful kids (they only use as much
paint as they need. It’s amazing), I just let them have free reign – especially also because they are making their
own work, not trying to faithfully copy or transfer a sketch that someone made.
Meditation.
Painting practice. They each got a small piece of primed mason board to paint on. We went over the color
wheel, washing brushes, and thinning with water. The assignment was to paint what makes you safe (is it a
person, place, thing, food, event, time of the day or year?).
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Presentations. Ideally students could practice presenting and critique each other (ask questions, etc). If this is
too traumatic, they can talk in their groups instead.
Game time! We played the Noise Game and did blind contours.
Mural painting. Talk about background and the technique of trying to fill in the background before trying to
draw in the details (so that you don’t cover up what you just drew or waste a lot of trying to paint around a
detailed sketch), and have students fill in the background of their drawings. Hang up their sketches and ask
them which colors are the background. Have them mix paints and fill in the backgrounds.
When they finish painting the backgrounds, they will start sketching their designs with pencil. Make sure that
they aren’t worrying too much about detail as it’s just a sketch, and are transferring their drawings to be bigger
than their sketch and fill the whole space.
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DAY 3
Meditation first, and then start painting – because groups will be moving at different paces, save the other
assignments for the end.
Critique - When each group finished, have the whole group come and stand at least 5 feet away and look at the
mural. First have the audience ask the artists any questions the students can finish up their murals.

The Phonsavan workshop’s finished murals
We played a game called Imaginary Toss.
Free time! Let them draw for an hour, whatever they want.
The next mural - Make the assignment clear: talk, and then sketch, a drawing of what you think Xieng Khouang
would look like without UXO, and put yourself in the picture (what are you doing? What is around you? Who
is with you? Is it city, fields, streets, etc?).
To get over language barriers and make sure they understood (this was a very abstract concept), we sat in a
group and I told them twice what the activity was. When I asked if anyone could repeat it back, no one could, so
I told them that if they couldn’t repeat it back, they would have to do a chicken dance. I explained twice more,
and then asked a Hmong artist and then a Lao artist to explain back what they were going to do. They got it!
Have the students talk, plan, and then draw a sketch for the mural tomorrow, making clear that they will be
transferring their sketch to a bigger drawing.
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DAY 4
Think about hanging up the students’ work so far on the wall so they can see what they have accomplished.
First we started with meditation.
Then they got right into painting their boards. When they finish, have them present. Guide them by asking what
color different elements of their drawings are, or what goes in empty spaces (these kids have the confidence to
say “nothing!”), etc.
After lunch, we had a short naptime (spontaneous, but important).
Then we play a game, such as Exquisite Corpse – read the energy of the group (do they need to run around?
Get refocused on drawing? Etc).
The last assignment of the day was to draw what made them happy (after their/their parents’ accidents). I
separated all the students so that they didn’t copy each other – and lo and behold, they each made a different
drawing! Samples included going to school, seeing beautiful nature, drawing, etc.
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DAY 5
Check in if students want to finish their paintings.
Field trip – to the Plain of Jars. I asked students to draw what they see (as opposed to what they imagine/
remember). This is a good juxtaposition to the other assignments and helps students set up drawing habits.

When you return, have students present a drawing and why they drew it (many said they wanted to draw to
remember in my workshop).
Show students how they can make their own sketchbooks out of scratch paper so they continue to draw. Challenge
them to use different materials (indigo, charcoal, etc) in the future, and to experiment!

Play a game, like Exquisite Corpse, encouraging them to draw something they have never drawn before.
Close with a party where you invite their parents and folks from around town. Feed them snacks and have the
students present their work. It can be good to give them a certificate of appreciation/completion (I also spoke
about each student’s work a bit).
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Note on planning and work samples
It took five days for the students to really warm up to the activities, being creative, each other, and me. If we
had another 5 days in a row, I think the students could have created anything, using any material.

We did the 3 day workshop over the weekends because the students were in school, and the 5-day one during
the summer. It was hard to get some of the students back in the center as they had gone to the fields or home,
so be ready to adjust to that.

Ideal Laos without UXO

What makes students happy

Sample Village Compositions
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Other art activities

Here are some random art activities that didn’t fit into the sample curricula.
A small series about war and safety:
This helps students associate context with the UXO, instead of seeing them as a natural part of everyday life.
1. War discussion (10 min). Remind where UXO come from.
Why do people go to war?
Does anyone know where in the world there are wars right now?
What are wars fought over?
Draw what war looks like to you (20 min, then share)
2. Safety discussion (10 min)
What makes you feel unsafe?
What makes you feel safe? Who makes you feel safe?
Who do you keep safe (smaller sibling, parent, animal)? How do you do it?
Draw what something that made you feel safer, or that you did to make someone else safer – can be a small
thing like helping someone across a street, telling them about UXO, giving them a hug when they feel sad, etc.
Draw your experience in your journal (20 min, then share).
Set up four stations, each with a different thing on it (a plant, a doll, a car, a UXO). In groups of 4, students will
rotate between the stations starting a drawing about safety inspired by the object. There will be 10 min at each
station, and then students will rotate and continue on a drawing started by another student.
Each station will have a different material (ie collage, watercolors, pens, and pastels)
Timeline activity:
This activity helps locate students in the context of what you are discussing. Create timelines - students make
a list of important events in their lives as well as three things they want to happen in the future, we map on
the wall on a big sheet of paper. Each student also gets 3 slips of paper about Lao history on it to put on the
timeline. The timeline goes into the past and the future. Do this on a big sheet of paper, and have students
illustrate a point on the timeline to make an instant mural.
Natural supplies
Have students bring in some dyes from nature, or things that might make a line, that they don’t have to buy.
Play with them! Examples include indigo, charcoal, fruits, etc.
Negative Space
Pile up a big mess of chairs. Have students draw the space in between the chairs, not the outlines of the chairs
themselves. This is an activity for older students to learn about negative space.
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Wisdom Box Activity

an example of connected points
This activity helps students think about sustainability, think critically, and work as a group to have a framework
for developing solutions to problems in their communities/lives. This workshop was developed for a youthled research project about water with students who have gone through PADETC training about interviewing,
making connections, and critical thinking, in particular using the “wisdom box”, adapted from the AtKisson
group’s “Compass of Sustainability” (see the example above). However, you can introduce the basic idea with
any group, and you can choose any large theme to work with (ie UXO, water, your community/area/village,
bamboo, etc) that fits in with your other lesson plans.
MATERIALS
• 1 piece of big paper for each group (shouldn’t be bigger than a group of 4)
• 1 piece of tracing paper the same size for each group
• Colored pencils, markers, pastels, etc
I did the workshop with a few art warm-ups, games, art slideshow/discussion and a lunch break in 6 hours,
with 10 high school students.
Have a discussion with your group about what the wisdom box is. Think about what is in each corner - through
discussion, have an open definition for each theme: nature, economy, society, and well-being.
Then have each group write the four themes on four corners of a large piece of paper. Have them brainstorm
and write what goes in each corner (what about the topic you decided relates to nature? economy? etc). Then
lay tracing paper over the top of each paper. Have students draw lines on the tracing paper between ideas that
are connected (ie water festival and boats, fish and padek, etc).
After they have found all the connections, have them find the three ideas that have the most connections (lines
attached to them), circle them on the bottom piece of paper, remove the tracing paper, and create an illustration
together that expresses those three main ideas, as well as any others that come about. Have them present their
work!
Discuss afterwards what the importance of making those connections was. What happens when you change
one of the most connected points? What would be a change we could make to one of those points that would
affect the others in the other corners? If you were a decision-maker (ie village chief, head of your family, etc),
what would you do? You have the option of creating a large work (a mural!) all together of all brainstormed
ideas.
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Documentation
Keep good records of what the kids produce and who they are (their names, age, and how to contact them are
a good start!).
Scan their drawings and take pictures of the artists both in a group and individually. Make sure you’re taking
pictures throughout the drawing process as well – not staged photos, but pictures of them drawing or doing the
activities. When you interview them about their work, save their captions as the titles of the pictures of their
work so they are always contextualized in the artist’s words.
Make sure to get their permission (use a release form).
And give their art back to them! Print out a picture of their murals and give them a booklet of their work.
Ways to show the art:
• Online: you can get a free blog at www.wordpress.com, or www.blogger.com, or www.tumblr.com
• Print a small booklet for the students.
• An art show – hang their art on the wall, have a musician come play, and have a party with the
students and their parents and peers! This art show can travel and doesn’t just need to be tied to one spot.
Brainstorm other places that the work might fit.
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Other skills to tie into art
Think about how you can tie art activities into what students are learning in the classroom or at home. Can
you adapt any of the drawing activities into other subjects? For example, if in science they are learning about
the water cycle, have them make a visual representation using natural materials.
It can also be good to make sure students are also practicing their discussion, critical thinking, group work,
and presentation skills. Have them present their work after they create it and make other students ask them
questions about their work. You can help think about looking at and critiquing art by having them ask:
• “What?” - what is the art piece about?  What do you see represented?
• “How?”  - what materials were used and how?  Where was the art installed?  When?
• “Why? – this one is the hardest. What context was the art made in?  Who made it and what is their
connection to the artwork? What connections does the art have to your life?

Another comic from PADETC

Wisdom about art, the
world, and yourself
WHY
HOW
WHAT
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As your questions
move up the
stupa, you will
have a deeper
understanding

Evaluation/follow-up

After your workshop or lesson, make sure to interview the students and check in both about their feelings
about the activities and to present their artwork.
Some sample questions you can put on a handout:
• What did you learn about art during the workshop?
• What did you learn about UXO?
• What do you wish you learned?
I also made sure to evaluate with staff, asking them:
• What do you think the students learned during the workshop?
• What goals did it achieve?
• What improvements could be made?
• What are your ideas for some steps in the future?
After the workshop, I went through each page with the students and had them narrate a caption to make sure
I knew what the drawings were about. This written record isn’t always important, unless you are using the
workshop to generate material for other usage, or are planning on showing the students’ work.
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Where to buy materials

Acrylic paints can be bought either in Thailand (B2S stationary store for example) or some Vientiane stationary
stores (ie Phetpasak on Fa Ngoum, or at a stationary store on the road that goes from the Airport Road to the
bus station).
You can also buy white acrylic housepaint and add Hato very concentrated colors, but you can only get pastel
colors from it.
Colored pencils of various qualities can be found in most stationary stores in Vientiane.
I bought masonboard and paintbrushes from Vieng Vang construction on Nong Bone road – they seem to have
a good collection of things and are very helpful.
Sketchbooks can be made by cutting big pieces of paper and stapling them, or bought from stationary stores in
Vientiane for lots of money, or in Thailand (B2S for example) for less.
I bought little pencil holders from Talaat Sao (expensive, but I wanted the students to have something made in
Laos and support an artisan).
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Budgeting
Here is the budget for the full series (3 day art workshop and 5 day mural workshop), in Phonsavan.

Materials
Art supplies - colored pencils, pastels, and pencil sharpeners for 12 students
Pencil bags (12)
Art supplies - Sketchbooks, pens, and pastels for 11 students
Mural supplies - 2 mason boards, brushes, and paints
Acrylic paint (bought from US, guess each tube is $4, 10 tubes at 4 oz each)
3.875L house paint acrylic white - used half
Mural supplies - extra mason board
Installation materials (12 pieces of 120 cm wood, nails, wire, ATM acrylic latex adhesive)
Copies and printing (copied Voices from the Plain of Jars, printed color certificates)

Cost (kip)
324,000
120,000
249,000
187,000
320,000
50,000
87,000
120,000

Transit
Gasoline reimbursements - 3 days, 10 parents, 20,000 kip/day
Gasoline reimbursements - 5 days, 9 parents, 20,000 kip/day

600,000
180,000

Food and snacks
3 day art workshop Lunches
3 day art workshop snacks
5 day mural workshop snacks
5 day mural workshop lunches
5 day mural workshop party

350,000
60,000
100,000
750,000
200,000

Field trip (Plain of Jars)
Entry fee (9 students)
Snacks

45,000
36,000
Total in Kip
Total in Dollars
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3,778,000
472.25

Resources
Muralists:
Trust Your Struggle - http://tys.mvmt.com/
Precita Eyes - http://www.precitaeyes.org/
Eastside Arts Alliance - http://www.eastsideartsalliance.com/center/index.php
SPARC’s mural manifesto - http://www.sparcmurals.org:16080/sparcone/
Community Public Art Guide - http://cpag.net/guide/index.htm
David Loewenstein - http://loewensteinmuraljournal.blogspot.com/
Seven Great Things A Mural Should Do - http://www.kuidaosumi.com/murals/muralguide.html
Artwork Works blog - http://www.artworkworks.blogspot.com/
Brett Cook - http://web.mac.com/brettcookdizney/iWeb/Site/Brett%20Cook.html
Groundswell Community Mural Project - http://www.groundswellmural.org/
Art and Education:
Kurt Wooton’s blog - http://kurtwootton.wordpress.com/
Understanding by Design - http://www.ascd.org/research-a-topic/understanding-by-design-resources.aspx

All of the material in this handbook is also available at, www.muralinglearningdoing.wordpress.com,
including Powerpoint presentations, lessons learned, and more pictures.
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Write your own notes here!

This handbook, written in 2011 after a year of working
with World Education and other organizations in Laos,
should act as a resource for trainers, artists, and students
to help them plan, budget for, and document art and
mural workshops.

Feel free to reproduce pieces of the handbook, with permission of the author. ©2011

